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The way we do things 
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is your best friend

but also your worst enemy
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has over 180 tricks 
up its sleeve
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The path of  
least resistance



The
is a party-pooper

BRAIN



Our brains are programmed to

look for the negatives

before the positives



5 TIMES more likely

to see
before

PROBLEMS
BENEFITS



seeing negatives is a default

seeing positives is a choice



seeing positives is a choice



CULTURE
a system of behaviour 

that helps us act in an 


accepted and familiar way



a complex pattern of 

ideas, emotions and behaviours 


that are 

expected, reinforced and rewarded 


by a group of people

ideas emotions behaviours

expected reinforced rewarded
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THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS



Behind the behaviour  
there is usually a 

POSITIVE INTENTION



  
from Latin 

“TO LOOK AGAIN”

SPECTRE:



we judge others 

by the way they make us feel

we judge ourselves 

by our intentions
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Direct speaking style 
Shares “air time” when speaking 
Does not interrupt 
Partly hides feelings 
Controlled body language 
Confronts logically 
Uses facts to persuade 
Truth comes first, diplomacy second 
Dislikes losing face 
Admits own mistakes 
Sometimes impatient 
Punctual - time is money 
Separates business and personal 
Task-focused - get things done 
Does one thing at a time 
Uses official channels 
Plans ahead, step by step 
Bad orders can be challenged

Emotional speaking style 
Talk & listen at the same time 
Often interrupts 
Displays feelings 
Unlimited body language 
Confronts emotionally  
Uses feelings to persuade 
Truth is flexible and situational 
Has lots of excuses 
Hates admitting own mistakes 
Impatient 
Punctual for the “right” people 
Mixes business and personal 
People-focused - relationships first 
Does many things at a time 
Uses personal channels 
Plans the grand outline - flexible 
Bad orders cannot be challenged

Calm speaking style 
Listens most of the time 
Never interrupts 
Hides negative feelings 
Subtle / soft body language 
Never confronts in public  
Harmony & compromise important 
Diplomacy first, blunt truth second 
Must not lose face 
Will never admit own mistakes 
Very patient when necessary 
Punctual for the “right” people 
Mixes business and personal 
People-focused - relationships first 
Does many things at a time 
Uses connections to get things done 
Plans the general principles  
Bad orders challenged indirectly
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